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Background 
 

The BBC Trust is consulting publicly on some planned changes to Service 
Licences. This document sets out the scope of the public consultation and 
information on why we are consulting now. 

 
The Trust governs the UK’s public services by means of published service licences. 
Service licences set out the remit, scope and budget of each BBC service and include 
a set of commitments including some minimum “conditions” for particular types of 
output. They provide the framework against which the Trust reviews the 
performance of, and considers future strategy for, each service.  

 

How Service Licences have developed 

The Trust was required by the Charter to introduce service licences from the 
beginning of the Charter period on 1 January 2007. It subsequently ran a full public 
consultation on all of them.  

This consultation received a good level of response from industry stakeholders and 
we also commissioned audience research in order to understand licence fee 
payers’ views of the licences better. At this point, the Trust found that service 
licences were welcomed by many BBC stakeholders as a way of improving the BBC’s 
accountability and the rigour of its governance. A link to the changes that were made 
in April 2008 can be found on our website. The aim of the changes was to achieve: 

 

 Simplification. The licences reflected more accurately the strategic priorities 
of the services and offered better accountability to licence fee payers and 
clarity to other stakeholders.  

 Focus on what matters. The Trust removed some of the more detailed 
operational conditions and commitments that the digital TV and radio 
services carried from their DCMS approvals, or other services carried over 
from the Statements of Programme Policy.  

 Annual conditions where they matter most. Many of the changes were 
focused on the annual conditions. These are now used only in areas where 
it is important that the Trust monitor volume of output on an annual basis.  

 Realistic levels of conditions. The Trust set quantitative conditions at a level 
which is reasonably close to the level of actual output. This gave the service 
reasonable operational flexibility – it can make minor changes to the 
schedule or to commissioning strategy without recourse to the Trust, but a 
significant change – typically where the level of output would change by 
more than 20% - would require approval from the Trust. 
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Why we are reviewing Service Licences now 
 

The new Chairman of the BBC Trust, Lord Patten of Barnes, carried out a review of 
the BBC’s governance1 in 2011. The review set out to establish whether the BBC’s 
governance arrangements could be improved within the framework of the current 
Royal Charter. It concluded that the system was workable, generally effective and 
that it provided benefits to licence fee payers as well as the wider communications 
industry. The review also found some areas where the Trust believed that 
improvements could be made.  

The governance review committed that the Trust would simplify its framework for 
governing BBC services, focusing on service licences. This included a planned review 
of purpose remits and a decision not to re-commission purpose plans again. The 
Trust also agreed with the Executive a shorter revised format for the annual 
Statements of Programme Policy. As a result of these changes, service licences have 
been positioned by the Trust as its primary tool for governing the BBC’s output. The 
Trust committed at this point to a review of the service licences in 2012 with a public 
consultation on any proposed changes.    

The review is taking place now that the Trust has undertaken a full review of each of 
the BBC’s services and before it embarks on its second round of these reviews later 
in 2012.  

 

Scope of this review 
 

The governance review committed to three aspects of service licences being considered 
in this piece of work: 

 The number and breadth of the designated ‘key characteristics’ in each 
licence.  

 The numeric ‘conditions’ included in each licence.  

 How the current system reflects and provides clarity on the BBC’s provision 
in each Nation of the UK. 

In addition to these three points, we have also reviewed the overall shape of the licences, 
including the annexes.  

The remainder of this document sets out the changes we plan to make to 
service licences following an internal review. The finalisation and 
implementation of these planned changes is subject to the outcome of this 
public consultation. 

 

  
                                            
1 http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/about/how_we_govern/bbc_governance.pdf 
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Planned changes to the licences 
 
The review process so far 

The Trust Unit has reviewed each service licence on behalf of the Trust and has discussed 
potential changes with the BBC Executive. The planned changes set out in this document 
have been agreed within the BBC, subject to the outcome of this public consultation. 

The review has found that service licences are fit for purpose. The licences have been 
subject to changes already in this Charter period, both following the Trust’s public 
consultation in 2007 and from a review of each individual service between 2007 and 
2012. As a result of this work, each licence meets the Trust’s objectives of simplicity, a 
focus on what matters and considered use of annual conditions. 

However, we have identified a small number of changes that we plan to make to service 
licences in 2012. These are set out in the remainder of this document. 

We also believe that the drafting of service licences could be more concise overall. So we 
will seek to simplify the language with which each service’s commitments are described 
as we review each service again between 2012 and 2016. This does not imply a lessening 
of these commitments, but use of a more concise style of their drafting. 

 

Overview of planned changes in 2012 

Following our internal review of the three areas listed above, we plan to make four 
changes to all licences. We believe that these proposed changes will lead to shorter and 
more up to date service licences, without lessening the public service commitments 
contained within them.  

The planned changes are to: 

1. Include a short description of the role of service licences. 

2. Simplify the Scope section by editing the footnotes. 

3. Edit the Budget section. 

4. Update and edit the service licence annexes. 

In addition to the changes we plan to make to all service licences, we have identified two 
changes that we think should be made in specific licences. These are: 

5. Update the aims and objectives for BBC Three and BBC Four to remove 
references to driving digital TV take-up. 

6. Remove the numeric condition for new factual programmes on BBC One and 
BBC Two.  
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Details of planned changes to all licences  

 

1. Include a short description of the role of service licences 

In order to make service licences more accessible to those who are not familiar with the 
BBC’s governance framework, we propose including a description of a service licence and 
its role at the beginning of each service licence. This will comprise the following text: 

What is a service licence? 

Service Licences aim to provide certainty for audiences and stakeholders as to what each 
BBC service should be providing. This service licence describes the most important 
characteristics of BBC [service name], including how it contributes to the BBC’s public 
purposes.  

The Trust uses service licences as the basis for its performance assessment of each 
service. They are also the basis for the Trust’s consideration of any proposals for change 
from the Executive. A service may not change in a way that breaches the terms of its 
service licence without Trust approval. Any proposed change to a stated Key 
Characteristic of this licence will require the Trust to consider whether it should carry out 
a Public Value Test prior to approval of the change. 

 

 
Key Characteristics 

 

We have reviewed the key characteristics sections of each service licence and plan to 
make two generic changes to the drafting of all licences. We do not intend to make any 
changes to service licence remits.  

We believe that the drafting of the Scope sections in each licence could be simplified 
without any change to the commitments contained within them. These sections define 
each service’s means of delivery, giving certainty to other market operators of the ways in 
which BBC services may be distributed. They include commitments relating to on-demand 
provision of broadcast content. These were added following the Trust’s approval of on-
demand offers in 2007. 

 

2. Simplify the scope section by editing the footnotes 

The Scope section in each TV and radio service licence contains the following text: 

‘It may also offer its broadcast content on fixed and mobile internet protocol 
networks or via other platforms for seven days after it has been broadcast. On 
the same platforms, it may allow users retrospectively or prospectively via pre-
booking to download multiple episodes of first-run series (known as ‘series 
stacking’) until a date no later than seven days after the last episode in the 
relevant series. The aggregate volume of such "series stacked" content must 
represent no more than 15% of all television content offered on demand.’ 
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We do not plan to alter this text, but we plan to shorten the footnotes to it in order to 
improve the clarity of the licence. These changes are not intended to imply any change to 
the approvals framework for BBC services. 

 

Current footnote text Proposed change 

1. Provision by particular providers over 
certain platforms has been 
specifically approved by the Trust in 
its On-Demand public value test of 
April 2007.  Content may also in 
future be syndicated to other 
providers and platforms over the 
internet, in accordance with the 
Trust’s Syndication Policy for BBC on-
demand content. 
 

2. The Trust’s guidelines for which 
programmes may be included in 
series stacking are those where the 
series has a distinct run, with a 
beginning and an end and a clear 
‘narrative arc’ or those with 
exceptionally high impact.  These 
should cover a broad range of 
programmes, in terms of genre and 
appeal. 

 

1. In accordance with the Trust’s 
Syndication Policy for BBC on-
demand content. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Programmes may be series stacked if 
the series has a distinct run, with a 
beginning and an end and a clear 
‘narrative arc’ or has exceptionally 
high impact’. 

 

3. Edit the Budget section. 

Service licence budgets provide external stakeholders with assurance regarding the level 
of resource available for each individual service. The budgets include all of the main 
areas of expenditure which are allocated to that service, including newsgathering and 
collecting society payments. We believe there is scope to simplify the text of the service 
budget section in each licence. 

We believe that the first sentence of the section provides sufficient information for the 
body of the service licence. We propose to remove the remainder of the section as it now 
features in the BBC Protocol which describes how the Trust governs BBC services2. 

 

Current text Proposed change 

Any planned or actual change in annual 
expenditure on the service of more than 

Any planned or actual change in annual 
expenditure on the service of more than 

                                            
2 http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/regulatory_framework/protocols/2010/c1_ulk_public.pdf 
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10% in real value requires approval from 
the BBC Trust and may entail variation of 
this Service Licence. This parameter of 
change is set to allow variations in 
spending which arise from regular, 
cyclical factors such as spending on 
major sports events, a reasonable level 
of operational flexibility (e.g. programme 
scheduling) and changes in accounting 
policy. Allowing for these factors, the 
Trust may judge that planned or actual 
change in annual expenditure of less 
than 10% should require its approval if 
the implications of this are significant for 
the character of the service or its market.

10% in real value requires approval from 
the BBC Trust and may entail variation of 
this Service Licence. 

 

 

4. Update and edit service licence annexes 

The annexes to each of the service licences have remained largely unchanged since 2007. 
In order to reflect changes to how the Trust works, we plan to update some sections. 

Operation of Service Licence by BBC Trust: Each service licence points readers 
towards the Service Licence Operating Framework for further details. This framework has 
been merged with the Trust’s protocol on public services so this reference is out-dated. 

Performance assessment: Each service licence sets out a performance measurement 
framework in an annex, including an introduction and a set of metrics under Reach 
Quality Impact Value (RQIV) framework.  

We will place Quality before Reach, in line with the BBC’s reprioritisation of performance 
drivers. 

We also plan to simplify the list of performance metrics in each licence. This is to reflect 
the fact that metrics evolve over time and that our use of particular metrics will vary 
according to the strategic priorities we have set for that service within our service reviews. 
For example, Appreciation Index (AI) scores are not part of the current stated 
performance measurement framework in each licence, yet they are central to the BBC’s 
measurement of Quality. 

 

Details of planned changes to individual licences 

The overview of aims and objectives in each licence sets out a summary of each service’s 
main commitments. These sections have been comprehensively reviewed throughout the 
Trust’s service reviews and our internal review has not found many changes that are 
needed now. 

The exception to this is that BBC Three and BBC Four’s service licences contain 
commitments relating to digital switchover which we believe are out-dated, now that 
digital switchover is at an advanced stage in the UK. This means that BBC Three and BBC 
Four no longer have a strategic priority to encourage take-up of digital TV.  
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5. Update the aims and objectives for BBC Three and BBC Four to remove 
references to driving digital TV take-up 

 

Current text Proposed change 

BBC Three: ‘It should premiere, or offer 
another chance to view, programmes 
from BBC One and BBC Two and extend 
the depth and impact of some BBC One 
and BBC Two output with complementary 
content’ 

‘It should offer another chance to view 
programmes from BBC One and BBC Two 
and extend the depth and impact of 
some BBC One and BBC Two output with 
complementary content’. 

BBC Four: ‘It should encourage people to 
enter the digital world by offering unique 
and high quality content not available to 
analogue viewers’. 

Remove sentence. 

 

Conditions 
 

6. Remove numeric condition for new factual programmes on BBC One and 
BBC Two 

Conditions form a small, but important, part of each service licence. They are set in 
genres where there is a clear under-supply in the market, such as religion or arts on 
television or new or live music on radio. In these areas, the Trust uses some numeric 
conditions to set a framework for the delivery of public value in specific areas while 
allowing the Executive has the editorial and operational freedom to deliver these aims.  

The Trust reviewed each service’s numeric conditions thoroughly in 2007 and again via 
each service review. Conditions for some services were also amended to allow for scope 
cuts taking place in the BBC’s Delivering Quality First strategy.  

We have only found one Condition which we think could be changed as part of this 
review: we plan to remove the numeric condition for new factual programmes on BBC 
One and BBC Two as we are confident that each service is held, via qualitative 
commitments in their service licences, to steady volumes of particular kinds of factual 
programming. We believe that these, and other commitments in the service licences, 
form sufficient protection that these channels will continue to provide the existing range 
and quality of factual programming and that the numeric conditions do not add any 
further value to the qualitative commitments. 

 For example: 

 BBC One has the following key characteristic: “BBC One should show high quality, 
landmark factual programmes in peak and other viewing times. These should be 
in genres such as natural history, history and science, and feature a range of 
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documentary, leisure, social action and religious output. It should bring music and 
arts programmes to mainstream audiences, including offering some in peaktime.” 

 The remit of BBC Two states that: “It should carry the greatest amount and range 
of knowledge-building programming of any BBC television channel…” 

As part of our review of the BBC’s radio services in the devolved nations, we 
recommended that safeguards should be found to preserve the most distinctive content 
on each service. We stated that we would only introduce conditions if they were found to 
be necessary to guarantee minimum levels of output in any public service areas. The 
current level of conditions has not been changed to enable the Delivering Quality First 
strategy and the Trust is confident that existing qualitative commitments in the service 
licences provide adequate protection for each service’s distinctive content. We do not 
plan to make any changes to the conditions for the BBC’s radio services in the devolved 
nations. 

 

Provision in each nation 
We have reviewed the service licences in order to check whether the licences for network 
services – particularly those which offer content made in and for individual nations of the 
UK – are clear about these commitments. 

The licences for BBC One and BBC Two have annexes for each of the devolved nations, 
setting out the type and amount of news and non-news programming that should be 
offered in that nation. We think that these capture sufficiently the role of nations-only 
output on those services. 

In May 2012 the BBC Executive published statements setting out the BBC’s offer and 
strategy for the audience in each of the nations of the UK. Each statement includes: 

 A description of the national, political and broadcasting context of each 
nation. 

 The BBC’s role in each nation. 

 The value provided to each nation by the BBC through a high-level view of 
BBC performance. 

 Delivering Quality First plans in each nation to 2016. 

 The strategy for network production in each nation to 2016. 

We believe that these statements provide useful extra information to licence fee payers in 
each nation. Given the existence of these statements and the fact that our review has not 
found any deficiency in the service licences in this respect, we do not to propose to make 
any changes to the service licences relating to the nations.  
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Responding to this public consultation 
 
 
 

Scope of this public consultation 

 

We welcome your views on the planned changes set out above.  

In addition, should you have other suggestions for changes to 
service licences, please include these in your response with an 
explanation of why you believe this change is needed. 

 

 

 

The consultation will run from 19 June to 14 September 2012 and the easiest way to 
take part is to email us at the following address:  

trust.consultations@bbc.co.uk   

Or you can respond by post to: 

Service Licence Review Consultation 
BBC Trust  
180 Great Portland Street 
London W1W 5QZ  
 
Audio and Braille versions of the proposed policy are available upon request by 
calling the BBC Trust on 020 321 44969. 
 
Confidentiality/Data Protection 

We do not intend to publish individual responses from the public and any specific 
quotes used in the report will be anonymous. 

 

 


